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Synopsis

Great River Amazon River Raft Race - Peru
This is very unique race - 180km and three-days in a self-constructed raft
down remote sections of the mighty Amazon River. Teams have to build
their rafts the day before the race at a local native village. Simon and
Turbo are paired with a married couple with little race experience, and the
team has three days to learn the ins and outs of racing in order to remain
in one of the top spots.
Trona 353 - California
The 353 is incredibly difficult as there is severe climbing, heat and intense
wind at that time of year. It’s a 353-mile non-stop bike race north through
some of the stark deserts of California. Turbo’s brother joins the team,
and struggles to keep his spirits high, while Simon pushes on and attempts
to remain on course. 35,000’ of elevation gain, and the reputation as one
of the toughest but most gratifying endurance challenges available, bar
none.
Adventure Racing World Series - Costa Rica (part 1 of 2)
The world series of adventure racing - this race takes us from the
southernmost point of Costa Rica (on the Pacific Ocean) to the northern
most point (on the Caribbean Sea), over 815km. They are pairing with
their good friends, world-class adventure racers Liza and Pete, and
competing against 65 other teams. Multiple disciplines will test Simon and
Turbo's limits of sports - running, mountain bike racing, navigating,
kayaking, white water rafting, rappelling and others. The race will continue
non-stop for up to 10 days. The hardest such race in its class, with a
massive $75,000 purse.
Adventure Racing World Series - Costa Rica (part 2 of 2)
The world series of adventure racing - this race takes us from the
southernmost point of Costa Rica (on the Pacific Ocean) to the northern
most point (on the Caribbean Sea), over 815km. They are pairing with
their good friends, world-class adventure racers Liza and Pete, and
competing against 65 other teams. Multiple disciplines will test Simon and
Turbo's limits of sports - running, mountain bike racing, navigating,
kayaking, white water rafting, rappelling and others. The race will
continue non-stop for up to 10 days. The hardest such race in its class,
with a massive $75,000 purse.
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